Introduction
Let S be a real-valued random walk starting at 0 and denote by (T,,,) ,,EN the ladder times of S, i.e. the successive times at which S reaches a new maximum: To = 0 and T,+ = inf I k > T,, Sk > ST. 1. Denote (1 -E(rT'e-pHi))-l == exp E rM E(e"S-, Sn > 0) ( 001 M M= for 0 < r < I and /-t > 0. An equivalent form is the following: 
for all integers k, n > 0 and every real x > 0.
This can also be stated in terms of transforms. Set N,, = min k, Hk > xj, then for all real r, a E [0, 1) and 0 > 0, 00 rnE (e -OSnaNS., S,, > 0) == -log(l -aE(rT e-OH )) Y, -71 n=1 *DMA, tcole Normale sup6rieure, 45 rue d'Ulm, 75230 Paris cedex 05, France. marchal dmi.ens.fr Taking a = 1, we recover (1). Two proofs of this result are given in [1] . One is analytical, the other uses a path transform together with a well-known lemma by Feller ([2], p. 412) involving all the possible cyclical permutations of the steps of the random walk up to time n. Alili and Doney derive from (2) several results on the asymptotic behaviour of the ladder variables, in the case when E(Sj) = 0 and var(Si) < oo.
The aim of this note is to prove (2) by means of another path transform, avoiding the use of Feller's lemma.
2 Proof 2.1 Two classes of paths Fix x (E R+ and n E N. Conditioning on the steps Xj, (I < i < n) of S up to time n, with Ej., Xj = x, we consider all the possible n-step paths on R whose increments are the Xj's, possibly in a different order. We shall use for these deterministic paths the same notations Ti, Hi as above, and an n-step excursion of the reflected process will refer to a path such that T, = n.
To prove (2), it suffices to establish a one-to-one correspondance between two classes of such paths.
The paths satisfying Tk = n, with a distinguished time a E f 0, 1, n -
11.
The paths such that Tk < n, Hk_j < x < Hk, with a distinguished ladder time Tb, b E 10, 1.... k -11
The one-to-one correspondance is obtained by cutting each path into 5 parts.
For the first type, put i = supjj, Tj : al. For the second type, let Y be the first time of the overall supremurn between 0 and n. The five parts are:
